Abstract. The effective ways to improve the correct rate of our English vocabulary comprehension is conducting a large number of simulation exam through networks, the content of this research has laid the foundation of for the development of network simulation exam system. First of all, relationship class diagram design, designs a class diagram composed of three entities such as "Examination question", "Alternative vocabulary" and "Standard answer"; Then, functional structure design, expressed the system module composition by the method of function structure diagram; Finally, designed selected examination question process, expressed it through the flow chart randomly, and explained the selected process with the usage of natural language. According to vocabulary comprehension database system constructed in the research contents of this paper can provide abundant information of questions, and finally achieve the purpose of improving the students' comprehensive application level and examination performance.
Relations between entities are through the unified modeling language in the class diagram to describe. As a current and modeling language, the UML play s a role in modeling language standard, the formal description of the function is very rich, and plays a role in accurate communication enough [3] . UML is an OMG standard, is a graphical language for a support model and software system development, can be used for the whole process of software development, to provide the model and visualization support for all stages of software development [4] . Class is the most important tectonic blocks in object oriented systems. The class diagram shows a set of classes, interfaces, coordination and the relationship between them. In the UML, problem domain was transformed eventually and gradually, using the class to model, using the programming language to construct these classes to implement system. Classes and relations between them constitute the class diagram. Relationship between classes is more complex content in class, where the association is a common relationship, is a kind of semantic relationship among model elements, is a kind of very weak relationship between classes [5] . Association can have a direction, can be one-way connection, and also can be the bidirectional association. And you can make association plus the relation name to describe the relational function. Three entities related class diagram of the system as shown in Fig. 1 .
Design on Functional Structure
The common method of functional structure design is simulation. Modularity is a main thinking for designing, a complex system is decomposed into some smaller scale, simpler function, more easy to set up and modify parts. On the one hand, each module has its own relative independence, can respectively design and implement; on the other hand, to explain the relationships between the modules through a certain way. The common modules constitute a unified whole in these constraints of relationships, complete every function of the system.
The process of functional structure design is the process of function decomposition; the design result is represented by the function structure diagram. The structure chart of the function is expressed by function dependency graphs, and every rectangle in graphs is referred to as a function module. Each subsystem of the management information system can be regarded as the target function of lower layer system, in which each function could continue for more function decomposition. Conceptually, the upper function control the lower, the more upper the more generally, the more lower the more specific. Functional decomposition is a process from abstract to In Fig. 2 , The left part is the operation of the test question database, including the increase, modify, delete, query, as well as test questions, test paper generation and data statistics report; On the right side is the operation of the system maintenance, Including the re creation index, common information maintenance, system parameter settings, modify user password, data backup and recovery, user and its authority management, online help and use guide, etc..
Design on Selected Examination Question Process
Selected examination question is selecting the question from the item bank to meet the constraints of the difficulty coefficient, knowledge point and answer time. Because of the existence of a large number of questions in the item bank, uses the certain algorithm to extract to meet the requirements of the test. In this paper, using the method of stochastic algorithm based on random sampling. Random sample is randomly selected questions according to the paper standards which have been identified, eventually combined into paper, which is a common algorithm for the process of selected examination question. Random sampling method is the transfer process which is repeated constantly, until the selected process is completed or can not selected questions to meet users' needs. Random sampling method is very simple process, can not be retrospective and so on, and is currently the most widely algorithm on selected questions. In the use of random functions, using random function provided by the programming language or random number of system time series in usually pumping problem [6, 7] . The process of random selected method is as shown in Fig. 3 .
The process of selected examination question is described as follows: The first step: read parameters from "parameter setting table", set
, and i is question species variable.
The second step: if M i ≤ , and there is no test questions, then the next step; Otherwise, turn to the end.
The third step: set The eighth step: selected questions are not in the "test table", then the next step; otherwise, return to step seventh.
The ninth step: difficulty coefficient of selected question meets the requirements, then the next step; otherwise, return to step seventh.
The tenth step: the knowledge points of selected questions meet the requirements, then the next step; otherwise, return to step seventh.
The eleventh step: the time that the answers taken of selected question meets the requirements, then the next step; otherwise, return to step seventh.
The twelfth step: join the selected question to "test table", if
, then return to the fourth step. 
Conclusion
University English teaching should make full use of the network and abundant English teaching resources provides by computer, riches resources for teaching and students' autonomous learning, to create a good English learning environment, make the formation of teaching system which is complete and reasonable [8] . Vocabulary comprehension is a new question type of the English four levels of examination in university, and the goal is to examine students' comprehensive language ability, including the ability of text comprehension, vocabulary application and grammar knowledge [9, 10] . According to the research contents of this paper build vocabulary comprehension item bank system, which can provide rich information, provide a new measurement method on the basis of the development of network simulation examination, which students can fully understand the general requirements , the way to solve the question, problem-solving methods and skills in this type of question through a number of network simulation examination, and finally achieves the improvement of the students' comprehensive application level and the objective of examination performance.
